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Abstract
Dublin City University participated in the video-to-text caption generation task in
TRECVid and this paper describes the three approaches we took for our 4 submitted
runs. The first approach is based on extracting regularly-spaced keyframes from a video,
generating a text caption for each keyframe and then combining the keyframe captions
into a single caption. The second approach is based on detecting image crops from those
keyframes using saliency map to include as much of the attractive part of the image as
possible, generating a caption for each crop in each keyframe, and combining the captions
into one. The third approach is an end-to-end system, a true deep learning submission
based on MS-COCO, an externally available set of training captions. The paper presents
a description and the official results of each of the approaches.
1 Introduction
TRECVid is a long-running, global benchmarking activity for content-based operations on video.
Running annually since 2001, TRECVid’s goals are to promote open, shared evaluation on a range
of tasks [16]. A team of researchers from Dublin City University (the Insight and the ADAPT
Research Centres), combined to submit 4 runs in the video-to-text (VTT) caption-generation task
in the 2017 running of TRECVid. This task, described elsewhere in [1], requires participating
groups to generate natural language captions for more than 1,800 videos using no external
metadata, just an analysis of the video content
Our team participated in the VTT caption-generation task in TRECVid in the previous year
(2016) [11], where we submitted a single run. This was based on identifying 10 keyframes per video
(videos in 2016 averaged about 8s in duration, the same as in 2017) and for each keyframe we
ran over 1,000 pre-trained semantic concept detectors which detected various kinds of behaviour,
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objects and locations using a VGG-16 deep CNN. We then used an open source image-to-caption
CNN-RNN toolkit called NeuralTalk2 to generate a caption for each keyframe and then we
combined the 10 image captions, linguistically, thus effectively using a decision-level approach.
One of our observations from last year’s submission was that we generated captions which
sometimes attended to the correct and sometimes the wrong object in the video/images and
the resulting description of the video was a poor match to the groundtruth provided by NIST.
Improving on this using image salience was one of our goals in this year’s participation.
2 Submitted Runs
This year we submitted 4 runs for evaluation, outlined as follows;
• Run 1: Decision-level approach, combination system with NeuralTalk2 implemented in pytorch;
• Run 2: Decision-level approach, combination system with NeuralTalk2 implemented in ten-
sorflow;
• Run 3: Cropping each of 10 keyframes into 10 crops based on image salience, generate
descriptors for each of the 10 crops from each of the 10 keyframes and use these as input to
a caption combination system with NeuralTalk2;
• Run 4: An end-to-end CNN-LSTM fine-tuned system.
We now introduce each of these in turn.
2.1 Approach 1: A Decision-Level System
Building on existing research conducted work in the areas of Computer Vision (CV) and Natural
Language Processing (NLP) as well as our own submission to the 2016 TRECVid VTT task,
we created a new decision level system based on the combination of different keyframe-generated
captions. The architecture of this is outlined in Figure 1.
2.1.1 Background: NeuralTalk2+
As we can see in Figure 1 an open sourced image-to-caption CNN-RNN toolkit – NeuralTalk2 –
was used in generating captions from the extracted images.1 NeuralTalk2 is written in Torch and
it is batched and runs on a GPU. It also supports CNN fine-tuning, which helps with improving
performance. NeuralTalk2 takes an image and predicts its sentence description with a Recurrent
Neural Network. Since we segmented the video into several static images, we generate one caption
for each image of the video as one of the candidates for the overall video caption.
We decided that while the NeuralTalk2 architecture was still suitable for our purposes, we
might benefit from changing the underlying implementation from Torch to a Python-based
system. We reasoned that more popular and modern frameworks would lend themselves to easier
improvement of the system.
Two alternate versions of NeuralTalk2 were submitted as TRECVid VTT runs, one written
in Pytorch 2 (run1) and the other in Tensorflow 3 (run2). Both were trained on the MS-COCO
dataset [10].
1https://github.com/karpathy/neuraltalk2
2NeuralTalk2 in PyTorch; https://github.com/routianluo/neuraltalk2.pytorch
3NeuralTalk2 in Tensorflow: https://github.com/routianluo/neuraltalk2-tensorflow
Figure 1: Architecture of our Decision-Level system
2.1.2 The Combination System
We ran the caption-generation application many times on sub-samples of the complete videos and
used the system combination technique drawn from speech recognition and machine translation
(MT) in which outputs from different systems are combined to generate a new final caption for sub-
mission [5]. The basic idea behind this is that a backbone will be selected based on a measure, such
as the Minimum Bayes Risk (MBR). Then, all other outputs (sub-video captions) will be aligned
against the backbone under a specific alignment metric, such as TER [17], Meteor [2]. Finally, a
best path search will be carried out to generate the final result, i.e. the final caption for submission.
During the process of searching for the best/combined caption, many features can be used
to improve the combination performance, such as the language model, posterior probability or
word confidence. We use a 5-gram language model in our experiments.
In our combination scheme, each video is split into multiple keyframes. Each keyframe is then
fed into the NeuralTalk2 system, and multiple image captions are generated and are regarded
as candidates for combination. The potential problem in current combination systems is that
in principle these individual images are different which will result in different captions. However,
the MT combination system is mainly based on a statistical method for managing different
translations coming from the same source sentence. Thus, in the image caption combination
task, we cannot produce a result which includes different objects from different images, but a
result with the objects which have high frequencies across all candidate captions. In future, we
plan to use the language generation method to combine candidates from different sources, i.e.
feeding all candidates into an end-to-end neural network with an attention mechanism so that
it can automatically select which objects need to be included in the output.
To build the combination system, we use an open source machine translation (MT) combination
toolkit: MEMT [7].4
2.1.3 Data for Language Modeling
The data used to train the language model includes:
• flickr30K: 158,915 sentences
• flickr8K: 40,460 sentences
• mrsVTT: 166,180 sentences
• MS-COCO Train: 415,795 sentences
• MS-COCO Val: 203,450 sentences
• UIUC Pascal Sentence: 4,997 sentences
• WMT MMT: 290,001 sentences
• flickr8k lemma: 40,460 sentences
We use KenLM [8] to build a 5-gram language model.
2.1.4 Data for tuning and testing the combination system
We randomly select sentences from the TRECVid 2016 data set 5 to build a development set
(devset) and a test set (testset). The devset includes 1,056 sentences, and the testset includes
1,057 sentences. Each video has two references.
2.2 Approach 2: Cropping keyframes
In submitted run1 and run2, we combined captions from 10 keyframes in each video to generate
the final caption. In this approach, the hypothesis is that some local characters of each keyframe
might not be captured while using a CNN to extract image feature representations. One way to
overcome this is to generate image crops from each keyframe so that some important local patches
can be captured and have a greater probability to contribute to the generation of final captions.
This approach is used in run3. In order to achieve this we automatically generate 10 crops for
each of the 10 keyframes for each video. Figure 2 shows an example of one keyframe and its
automatically generated crops. We can see that in the crops the vehicle is appearing repeatedly,
thus we can anticipate that in the combination system the corresponding concept should get
some important weight making it more likely to appear in the final aggregated video caption.
These are the steps we took in order to generate the crops in run3:
• From each video we use the same 10 keyframes as in run1 and run2. Saliency maps for each
keyframe are also generated using methods described in [12].
4https://github.com/kpu/MEMT.git
5The data set contains 200 videos as samples and 1,913 videos as the official test set.
Figure 2: 10 automatically-generated crops from one example video keyframe
• Then we compute a heatmap of crops of different ratios. In the experiment we choose 10
different aspect ratios to compute heatmaps and for each of these the top 10 candidate regions
in the keyframe image are chosen. After this process we in fact generate 100 crops from the
original keyframe, each based around capturing as much of the salience heatmap as possible,
and these crops are square.
• For the 100 candidate crops we then compute an aesthetic score similar to the method described
in [9] and rank the crops based on this score. Only the top 10 crops with highest aesthetic
scores are chosen as the final version of crops. The aesthetic scores are generated using a
pre-trained classifier and the motivation here is to choose image crops which are visually
appealing to the human eye and which capture what the human eye would believe to be the
most important visual aspect(s) of the image/keyframe, even though they will never actually
be viewed by a person. The classifiers are CNN pre-trained on ImageNet, fined tuned with
images downloaded from the DPChallenge website 6.
• Each of these 10 top-ranked aesthetic crops are submitted to NeuralTalk2 to generate a caption.
That means we have 10 valid captions for each of 10 crops for each of 10 keyframes, in a video. We
use the MT Combination techniques from approach 1, to combine these together into one caption.
6http://www.dpchallenge.com/
2.3 Approach 3 - An end-to-end system
For the submitted run4 we decided to build a sequence-to-sequence model where the input is
constituted by the frames from the video and the output by a sequence of words describing
the frames. The model used was developed in [19] and it introduced, as a main contribution,
a method to use variable length inputs and outputs for video captioning models. This is a very
common practice in the field of machine translation, where the lengths of the input and the output
of the model are not fixed. This allows us to train an end-to-end model for video captioning.
2.3.1 The sequence-to-sequence – video-to-text model (S2VT)
The model consists of a stack of two Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) cells together with a
pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) that is used to extract the features from the
keyframes. This model was trained and fine-tuned on a large dataset for video captioning, and
that implies that the training was time expensive.
The first part of the model consisted of a 16-layer VGG model [15] that is used to extract
the features from the video frames. Figure 3 shows how this sequences of features are provided
to the LSTM cells to predict the corresponding captions.
Figure 3: Sequence to sequence – video to text model from [19]
During training, the LSTM had two stages: encoding and decoding. In the encoding stage the
frames are recurrently provided to the first LSTM. The hidden states are consequently updated
and the output is padded with zeros and provided to the second LSTM. This zero padding will
be replaced during the decoding stage by the concatenation of the output of the second LSTM
(that corresponds to a predicted word of the sentence). From these frames the LSTM generates
a representation of the scene that is used in the decoder stage to recursively predict the words
of the caption. Each word is fed to the LSTM cell input to predict the next word.
2.3.2 Our approach
For the run4 submission we approached the task by introducing to the model, knowledge from other
datasets. We performed different experiments, training models with a larger dataset to increase
its performance and generalisation. The MRS-VTT 2017 dataset [20] is used for this purpose.
First, the features from the videos are extracted with the VGG-16 CNN, which is pre-trained
in the ImageNet dataset [14]. Then, these features are used to fine-tune the LSTM cells initialised
with the pre-trained weights provided by [19]. These pre-trained weights are fine-tuned on the
MSVD dataset [3] (a standard YouTube corpus of around 2,000 videos). Other experiments have
been done initialising the LSTM cells with random weights.
Figure 4 show some samples of the captions generated by the model trained on MSVD. The
captions are encouraging for further development of the model.
Figure 4: Captions generated with the pre-trained model provided by [19]. The three first
rows correspond to videos from the TRECVID 2017 test set and the last two rows from the
MRS-VTT 2017 test set.
3 Results and Performance
Tables 1 and 2 show the comparison among our 4 submitted runs. Table 1 is the result of
BLEU2 to BLEU5. Our run1 demonstrates best performance in this evaluation metric while
our run2 shows constantly best performance when using METEOR 2 to METEOR 5 as an
evaluation metric. We can observe that run1 and run2 achieve very similar performance overall,
while run3 follows those 2 runs, which in turn outperforms run4 on almost all evaluations
metrics.
Table 1: BLEU metrics of run1 to run4
BLEU ref 2 BLEU ref 3 BLEU ref 4 BLEU ref 5
run 1 0.0055 0.0080 0.0100 0.0272
run 2 0.0055 0.0075 0.0091 0.0229
run 3 0.0044 0.0046 0.0063 0.0126
run 4 0.0030 0.0045 0.0040 0.0145
Table 2: Meteor metrics of run1 to run4
meteor ref 2 meteor ref 3 meteor ref 4 meteor ref 5
run 1 0.1375 0.1504 0.1617 0.1928
run 2 0.1398 0.1510 0.1630 0.1949
run 3 0.1168 0.1302 0.1414 0.1705
run 4 0.1164 0.1230 0.1282 0.1463
Table 3 shows the official NIST results in term of Consensus-based Image Description
Evaluation (CIDEr) 7 and CIDEr Defended (CIDEr-D) [18]. We can see that these results
confirm BLEU and Meteor results where run1 and run2 achieve similar performances with a
small difference of 0.001 point using CIDEr evaluation.
Table 3: CIDEr metrics of run1 to run4
CIDEr CIDEr-D
run 1 0.184 0.122
run 2 0.183 0.122
run 3 0.146 0.093
run 4 0.073 0.041
We now examine the performance of each of the runs in turn.
3.1 The Decision-Level method experiments – run1 and run2 devel-
opment results
We use BLEU4 [13] to show the results for the 2 runs on the development data, described in
Section 2.1, using this approach. All results are case insensitive.
3.1.1 Combination results without the language model
The combination results on our internal test set (from TRECVID2016 data) without the 5-gram
language model in the combination system are shown in Table 4:
7https://github.com/vrama91/cider
SYS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 comb
BLEU 4.69 4.40 4.59 4.73 4.75 4.50 4.80 4.58 4.24 5.00
Table 4: Results on the test set without a language model
where ‘comb’ indicates the combination system, and the numbers from 1 to 9 indicate each
individual caption from the nine images generated from each input video. We can see that there
is a +0.20 absolute points improvement compared to the best single system (7).
3.1.2 Combination results with the language model
Results of 9 individual systems and the combination system on the test set with a 5-gram
language model are shown in Table 5:
SYS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 comb
BLEU 4.69 4.40 4.59 4.73 4.75 4.50 4.80 4.58 4.24 5.19
Table 5: Results on the test set with a 5-gram language model
We can see that there is a 0.39 absolute points improvement compared to the best single system (7).
3.2 Results for run3 – Keyframe Cropping System
Albeit we anticipate that run 3 should at least achieve the performance of run1 and run2 if, in
Tables 1 and 2 we can see that run3 doesn’t perform as good as those 2 runs. The reason might be
because run1 and run2 are re-trained using TRECVid 2016 dataset. Due to our limited resource
we didn’t have the chance to re-train a combination system using 10 crops for each keyframe.
Instead we use the very same pre-trained combination system used in run1 and run2. The
consequence of such an approach is that the outputs of many of our generated captions are blank.
In order to rectify this issue, generating crops for the TRECVid 2016 dataset would presumably
increase the performance of this approach and this will be included in our future work.
3.3 Results for run4 – End-to-End System
To evaluate the performance of the model we used the METEOR [4] metric originally used to
evaluate machine translation results. This allowed us to compare our results with the results
from the original paper [19].
The data used in the experiments include:
• TRECVID 2016 : Composed of 200 videos in the training subset with two captions each. We
used the training subset to validate our experiments.
• MRS-VTT 2017 [20]: a corpus of approximately 8,000 videos with 10 descriptions per video.
This was used for fine-tuning and training the model.
• Microsoft Video Description corpus (MSVD) [3]: A corpus of around 2,000 videos, used in
[19] to train the model.
Table 6 shows the results obtained for the different experiments performed with the model.
We can see that the results reported in the original paper (in the table S2VT) outperform all
of the other results achieved in our experiments. The same model shows a dramatic decrease
in performance when is evaluated on the TRECVid 2016 dataset (Pre-trained in the table). This
might be due to the nature of the TRECVid 2016 dataset which is considerably small compared
with the other datasets and only presents two captions per video. The decrease in performance






Table 6: Results of the sequence-to-sequence – video-to-text model. S2VT corresponds to
the performance reported in [19]. Pre-trained corresponds to the model provided by [19] and
evaluated on the TRECVid 2016 test subset. Fine-tuned corresponds to the model trained on
MRS-VTT 2017 and initialised with the weights provided by [19]. And From scratch corresponds
to the model trained on MRS-VTT 2017 initialised with random weights.
At the same time we can appreciate that the model pre-trained in the MSVD dataset and
fine-tuned in MRS-VTT 2017 is the one providing the best results, outperforming the results
of the model provided in [19]. We see as well that the model trained from scratch (using random
initial weights) achieves a similar performance to the pre-trained model.
3.4 Comparison to Other Submissions
The results of our submissions in comparisons to submissions from other sites puts us at about
mid-table of the 13 sites who submitted for this task and is shown in Figure 5. Elsewhere the
relative merits of each of the evaluation metrics is discussed [1]
Figure 5: Ranking comparison of performance of preferred runs from each site using all metrics.
Of particular interest is the metric known as Direct Assessment, introduced in [6]. This measure
is presented as a computation of average DA score from crowdsourced assessments of each caption,
in the range [0 . . . 100] for each system, which are then micro-averaged per caption then the overall
average for the run is calculated. Comparing our DA score for our preferred run (run4), is shown
in Figure 6 and shows that the human captioning, submitted as a benchmark to measure against,
is clearly better than any automated system and while once again we rate at about mid-table
in ranking among systems, the absolute differences in DA scores across the sites, is not large.
Figure 6: Direct Assessment performance results for preferred runs from each site.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper reports the work done for 4 submissions for the video-to-text task in TRECVid 2017.
We adopted 3 approaches based on turning videos to keyframes and generating captions for each
keyframe and then combining these captions into one overall caption for the video (run1 and
run2), applying salience detection to keyframes to drive an automatic cropping system which
yields 10 aesthetic crops per keyframe. These crops are used to generate captions which are
combined, and finally and end-to-end solution based on video in / caption out.
The performance of our submissions in comparison to others’ is about mid-table across 5
different metrics for our preferred run. We are pleased with the outcome of our submissions which
do not constitute entire approaches to caption generation but rather elements or “smarts”. These
smarts are shown to work, now what we have to do is see how well they combine with others.
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